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To the WA State Parliament Drug Committee,
I have written to a few politicians expressing my concerns surrounding the current situation in which
carinabis finds itself in WA and AUS, I would again like to highlight my concerns on the issue, while also
raising the new point of using traditional psychedelics (LSD, psilocybin), ketamine, and MDMA for
medical purposes. Each of these drugs offer such great potential in the health sectorin minimising hann to
the individual and to society, A new professor at UWA wrote his PhD thesis was on the therapeutic and
transformative properties of classic psychedelic drugs (h s: WWW. outube. coin watch?v-nZVeUC5sw41)
MDMA successfully treating PTSD.
- htt s://WWW. inde endent. co. uk/news/health/in dina-ecstas -in dina- OSt-traumatic-stress-disorder-veteransa8332561. html

Ketamine successfully treating chronic depression, more successfully than Prozac and Electro shock
therapy.
- htt s: WWW. vox. coin/first- ersoii/201872417603616 de ression-treatment-severe-ketamine-s ecial-k

LSD successfully treating anxiety, depression, and addiction.
- htt s: WWW businessinsider. coin/ s chedelic-dru s-makin -comeback-medical-science-research-20188 ?FAU&IR-T

htt s: WWW. businessinsider. coin. au/ s chedelics-tn -tliera -2018-I?FUS&IR-T

The case for cannabis legalisation
- Cannabis is less dangerous (in terms of cost and negative effects) than tobacco and alcohol both to the
individual and to society
- Comabis is less addictive than tobacco and alcohol

- The risks of adverse health effects from carinabis are 'low' as the Australian Medical Association says
- Carinabis was the primary cause of death in O cases from 1997-2005 in the Us while viagra killed 2,254
people from 1998-2005.
- 5,500 Australians died from alcohol and 157,000 were hospitalised in 2010
- It would raise revenue

- It would decrease use of more hamiful drugs such as alcohol and tobacco
- htt s: WWW, scribd. coin document 382400103 Let-s-Be-Blunt-About-Cannabis-A-Dan erous-Gatewa Dru -OFBadl -MISre resented

Thank you for reading and I sincerely hope that this email finds its way to the Drug Committee for further
discussion.
Michael

Published - Iune 23,2018

Cannabis, Let's Be Blunt: Dangerous Gateway Drug or Badly Misrepresented?
MIChaelFragomeni

The debate of cannabis legalisation is quite often a polarising one, you're either for or against.
Drug decriminalisation in Portugal and cannabis legalisation in several Us states are often used
as examples in support of a progressive stance on drugs. Those in opposition quote the
potential as a gateway drug and the risk of causing psychosis. On one side of Australian politics
we see the desire for fulllegalisation of cannabis', while on the other side we hear that cannabis
is a dangerous gateway drug'. The divide on this topic is unfamiliar in Australia, with both
major parties against legalisation'. This paper will begin with an overview on the current issue
by examining arguments employed from each side. Then it will provide honest discourse on
the issue by looking at research and studies to clear up fact from fiction, Finally, it win suggest
that legalisation will be passed once a cultural shift has occurred, brought on by honest
education/information delivered from politicians.

Major support for legalisation comes from the Greens party, who lit the political scene ablaze

by announcing policy plans to funylegalise recreational use on 16th Aprilofthis year'. The main
argument pushed was that of harm minimisation, Greens Leader, Victorian Senator Richard di
Natale, a former drug and alcohol doctor', argued as follows in an ABC interview. It is
dangerous to the user that cannabis is in the hands of criminal syndicates, and so taking the
transaction out of the hands of criminals and into the hands of trained professionals will make
the purchase safer'. Upwards of 7 million Australians have made the choice to try cannabis at
some point in their life' and this shows that prohibition does not work'. Money would be saved
by diverting police funds (costs of patrolling and the arrests of over 70,000 users a year) and

' I. Keny, "'Prohibition has faned': Greens call for legalisation of recreational cannabis", The Austintia?I, Apr. 16
2018, https://WWW. the australian, comau/national-affairs/prohibition-has-failed-greens-call-for-legalisation-ofrecreational-cannabis/news-story/bd5dbcbccefa032c18ade62d7b083437.

' I. Hennessy, "Huge Narc Greg Hunt Wants The Greens To Take Back Their Legal Weed Promise", Pedestrian,
Apr. 1720/8, https://WWW. pedestrian. tv/news/greg-hunt-greens-legal-weed/

' C. MyIes, "No smoke on the water but crowd voices cannabis support in ETeniantle", WAtodny, APT. 20 2018,
https://\\, ww. watoday. comau/national/western-australia/no-smoke-on-the-water-but-crowd-voices-cannabissupport-in-fremantle-20180420-p4zauw. html.
' "'Prohibition has failed': Greens call for legalisation of recreational cannabis"
' "About Richard", The Greens MPS, hitps://richard-di-natale, greensmps. org. au/about-richard.

' M. Doran and L. Bathour, "Greens announce plan to legalise cannabis to takeit 'out of the hands of criminals
and dealers'", ABC, Apr. 1720/8, hitp://\vww. abc. nel. au/news/2018-04-161greens-call-for-cannabis-to-belegalsed/9664952

' "National Drug Sharegy H. us chad S"rvey 2016", Australian institute of math and Way@, e, Sept. 2820/7, Pg
61, https://WWW, aihw, gov. au/getmedia/15db8c15-7062-4cde-bfa4-3c2079f30af3/21028a. pdf. aspx?inline=true.
' "Greens announce plan to legalise cannabis to takeit 'out of the hands of criminals and dealers"'.

money would also be made through GST revenue'. It is interesting that the former drug and
alcohol doctor doesn't use any analogies between cannabis and legal substances on the relative
harms of each, unlike Senator Derryn Hinch. However, this sort of reasoning may be seen as
making the best out of a bad situation. As Senator di Natale argues, whether cannabis is
prohibited or not, a significant amount of people choose to useit, why not legalise and regulate
it to make that choice safer?

Further support for legalisation has come from Liberal Democratic Party NSW Senator David
Leyonhjelm as well as Victorian Justice Party Senator Derryn Hinch. Senator Leyonhjelm takes
a different approach to Senator di Natale and adds the comparison between cannabis and legal
substances. Senator Leyonhjelm postts that almost 80,000 cannabis related arrests are made
nationally each year, 90% of which are arrests of consumers". Cannabis patrolling by
Australian Federal Police and AUStrahan Border Force costs almost $100 million a year".
Legalisation could raise up to $300 million in GST revenue", The government should leave
adults alone to make their own dedsion, the same as it does with alcohol and tobacco'3.

Cannabis isless addictive, less dangerous andless of a problem than alcohol and tobacco". The
comparison above, if true, bears a great impact on the strength of the case of legalismg cannabis.
Senator Hinch supports legalisation with an argument from analogy, focusing on the negative
effi:cts of alcohol and tobacco (himself having received a liver transplant due to chronic alcohol
abuse"). "If the argument is that it (cannabis) is bad for you, then you'd ban alcohol and
cigarettes"". Simple and to the point, Senator Hitich's comments shadow those of Senator
Leyonhjelm about the relative danger of alcohol and tobacco compared to cannabis. Having
now explored the arguments ill favour of legalisation* arguments against legalisation follow,

As mentioned above, the divide on this topic is quite unfamiliar in Australia. Both the
Australian Labor Party (ALP) and the Liberal-National coalition (LNP) stand against
91bid.

'' "Cannabis", AUStr@tic" Criminal Intelligence Commission, 2015-2016, Pg, 69,
https;//acic. govcms. gov. au/sites/ginles/net1491/f/2017/06/iddr_2015-16_cannabis. pdf?v=1498020153.
'' Senator Leyonhjelm speaking to Chris Keriny. C. Keriny, "Marijuana; 'It's not the government's business to
save yoti from yotirself", 2GB. COM, Apr. 1720/8, https:nunmy. 2gb. coin/marijuana-its-not-the-governmentsbusiness-to-save-you-from-yourself/.
121bid.
13 Ibid.
,4 Ibid.

'' "Derryn Hinch suffering advanced cirrhosis", The Sydney Morning Hem!d, Mar. 42007,
https;//WWW, sinh. comau/news/national/derryn-hinch-suffering-advanced~
cirrhosis/2007/03/04/1172943273999. html,

'' Senator Hinch speaking to Tonyjones. 1.1, Mitchell, "Hinch backs controversial Greens plan, sparking debate
on 3AW Mornings", 3A W, coin, Apr. 1720/8, https://WWW. 3aw. corn. an/hinch-backs-controversial-greens-plansparking-debate-on-3aw-mornings/.

legalisation". Mark MCGowan, WA State Premier, is in firm opposition, Appearing in a guest
lecture of political science at the University of Western Australia on May 4* 2018, Premier
MCGowan argued as follows. There is significant evidence that shows a link between mental
health and psychosis issues with people who use too milch cannabis", and therefore cannabis
should remain illegal. However* on the possibility of criminalismg alcohol because of the
consensus of its health issues" that can arise from its overuse, Premier MCGowan holds the

view that "we've already tried that in the 1930s and it didn't work"". Prohibition of alcohol
didn't work* in a similar way that, as Senator di Natale puts it, cannabis prohibition doesn't
work". Senator Leyonhjelm and Senator Hinch argue that cannabis isn't as bad as alcohol (and
tobacco)'''', while Premier MCGowan argues that the risks with cannabis use are too high and
that's why it should remain illegal. If both statements are to be taken as true, then it stands to
reason that alcohol (and tobacco) should also be illegal. However, alcohol and tobacco are legal,
so it seems as if one of these statementsisincorrect.

The opposition from the Federal Minister for Health, Greg Hunt, is simnar to Premier
MCGowan's in that it focuses on the perceived negative health effects", however Minister
Hunt's argument provides a much starker look at cannabis. The rationale is based on the
following premises. Cannabis is a "deeply addictive and dangerous drug"", It is a "gateway
drug" and the potential to graduate to hard drugs is reap'. The Australian Medical Association
(AMA) and others have shown that the evidence of the impact of cannabis on physical and
mental health is significant". All these taken together naturally lead to the conclusion that
cannabis should remain illegal. Minister Hunt further strengthened the argument by pointing
out that the AMA's evidence of the impacts of cannabis had been released "only again today"".
Contradicting information is being released from each side of the argument, which means that
'' "No smoke on the water but crowd voices cannabis support in Fremantle".
'' POLS2202 Lecture, May 42018, Ihr 33min 28sec.
'' "Alcohol and Cancer Risk", N@tio"at C@"cerl"slimte, Iun. 2420/3, https://\\myw. cancer. gov/aboutcancer/causes-prevention/risk/alcohol/alcohol-fact-sheet.
20 pOLS2202 Lecture, May 42018, Ihr 35min 15sec.
'' "Greens announce plan to legalise cannabis to take it 'out of the hands of criminals and dealers"'.
'' "Marijuana: 'It's not the government's business to save you from yourself".

'3 "Hinch backs controversial Greens plan, sparking debate on 3AW Mornings".
'' "Federal government rejects Greens push to legalise cannabis", SBS, Apr, 1720/8,
https://WWW. sbs. coin. au/news/federal-government-rejects-greens-push-to-legalise-cannabis,
'5 B. Grahain, "Government takes ajin at plans to legalise weed", news. COM. rill, Apr. 1720/8,
http://WWW. news, comau/technology/science/human"body/government-takes-aim-at-plans-to-legaliseweed/news-story/2eb778cc862fd82d01137348aa32ddOd

26 "Federal government rejects Greens push to legalise cannabis".
'' Minister Greg Hunt speaking on RN Drive with Patrida Karvelas. "'Not on OUT watch': Greg HLint rules out
Green's cannabis push", ABC, Apr. 1720/8,2min 08sec,
http://WWW. abc. net. au/radionational/programs/drive/not-on-our-watch:-greg-hunt-rules-out-greens-cannabispush/9668760
281bid.

both can't be right. Following will be a look at research and studies to clear up fact from fiction
and to determine which side is either bending the truth or just unaware of the realities of
cannabis.

To begin the analysis, let's look at Minister Hunt's comments above. Minister Hunt makes two
claims that prove vital to his argument, that cannabis is a deeply addictive and dangerous drug,
and that it is a gateway to many other harder drugs. To quickly dispel the myth that cannabis
is a gateway drug: If alcohol is consumed prior to cannabis, then alcohol must be a gateway
drug. Alcohol is more commonly consumed prior to cannabis""". Therefore, alcohol is a
gateway drug. Moving forward, is it true that cannabis is deeply addictive and dangerous? This
question will be answered in two parts. Firstly, a 1994 Us study conducted by lames Arithony,
of the Addiction Research Centre from the National Institute on Drug Abuse found that
relative to. tobacco and alcohol, cannabis isn't all that addictive. Of the 8,000 people studied,
the proportion of those who had used cannabis that developed dependency was 9.1%", The
same figure for alcohol showed a 15.4% dependency rate, while tobacco dependency was found
to be 31.9%". If cannabis is to be considered deeply addictive, as Minister Hunt suggests", then
what is there to say about the addictive nature of alcohol and tobacco?

Secondly, a 2010 study on 17 illicit drugs (and alcohol and tobacco) in the Netherlands by I,
van Amsterdam, at al. , of the Laboratory for Health Protection Research found that while
cannabis was placed into the 'moderately harmful range', tobacco and alcohol were both placed
in the In OSt harmful category". These results were based on the acute and chronic toxicity, the

'' 2012 study found that of users who had LISed botli alcohol and cannabis, in 93% of cases alcohol came first. S
Behrendt, et al. , "The relevance of age at first alcohol and nicotine use formitiation of cannabis use and
progression to cannabis use disorders", Drug and Alcohol Dependence, v01.123, issue I-3,2012, pg. 50, available
from ScienceDirect.

'' Study found that of alcohol users, for 65.8% alcohol was their first substance used. For 23.8% of tobacco users,
tobacco was their first substance used. While for 18.1% of cannabis users, cannabis was their first substance.

"The Real Gateway Drug: A Look at First-Time Drug Use Among Americans", American Addiction Centers,
https://americanaddictioncenters. org/thereal-gateway-drug/.
'' Study finds that alcohol is the gateway drug, T. Kithy and A. E. Barry, "Alcohol as a Gateway Drug: A Study of

Us 12th Graders", Journal of School Health, v01,82 ,n0,8,2012, pg. 377, http://WWW. fundaciondaya. org/mycontenduploads/2015/09/A8. -A1cohd-as-a-Gateway-Drug-A-Study-of-Us-12th-Graders. pdf.

'' I. Arithony, at al. , "Comparative Epidemiology of Dependence on Tobacco, Alcohol, Controned Substances,
and Inhalants: Basic Findings From the National Cornorbidity Survey", Experi'mental rind C!^hicnl
Psychoph@ringco!ogy, v01.2, n0.3,1994, pg. 244-268 (pg. 13 of reprint). available from Ovid PsycBooks,
''1bid. Of the ~7,410 respondents who had tried alcohol, 1,141 (15.4%) developed dependency Of the ~6,122
respondents who had tried tobacco, 1,953 (31.9%) developed dependency, Of the ~ 3,750 respondents who had
tried cannabis, 341 (9.1% )developed dependency
34 "Government takes aim at plans to legalise weed".
''1. van Amsterdam, at al. , "Ranking the Harm of Alcohol, Tobacco and Illicit Drugs for the Individual and tlie

Population", European Add^^lion Research, v01.16, n0.4,2010, pg. 205, available at Karger.

social harm at an individual and population level, and dependency rates. Alcohol-was deemed
the most dangerous at a population level behind only crack cocaine, tobacco was fourth, and
cannabis was placed at eleventh". At the individual level alcohol was found to be fourth most
dangerous, behind tobacco as the third most dangerous, while cannabis was at twelfth spot".
A similar study from the UK in 2007 by D. Nutt, at al. , looked at 20 substances to determine
the overall harm of each. Like the study from van Amsterdam, at al. , this study also looked at
acute and chronic toxicity, dependence and sodal harm. Overall, the study found alcohol to be
fifth worst, tobacco the ninth worst, and cannabis the eleventh worse'. Tobacco and alcohol

were found to be the second and fourth worst in terms of health care costs", Furthermore,

cannabis was determined to be seventeenth on the mean physical harm scale",
As for the immediate danger and toxicity of cannabis compared to alcohol and tobacco, 13
continuous shots can be lethal", smoking about 40 cigarettes at once can be lethal", whereas to
overdose from cannabis one would need to either eat 22kg or smoke 680kg in 15mins". The
Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that tobacco causes 6 million deaths
per year worldwide with 480,000 in the Us". Smoking has also caused 16 million Americans to
develop a smoking related disease". Excessive alcohol use results in approximately 88,000
deaths in the Us per year". Alcohol causes almost 40% of all fatalities on American roads,
equalling over 13,000 deaths and another ~250,000 injuries". Compare these stark statistics
with results from a 2005 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request from Procon. org to the
Us Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The request was to find the number of deaths of
cannabis compared to the number of deaths of 17 FDA approved drugs. It was foundfrom1997
to 2005 that cannabis was the primary suspect of death in exactly zero cases, and the secondary

36 Ibid, pg. 204.
371bid,

'' D. Nutt, at al. , "Development of a rational scale to assess the harm of drugs of potential misuse", The Lancet,
co1.369, n0.9566,2007, pg. 1047-53, table 3, available at ProQuest Central.
391bid.
40 Ibid

'' AsapSCIENCE, "This Much Will KillYou", You tube, Aug. 2720/5,
https;//WWW. you tube. coin/watch?v=vPszRO-vTqc

'' "Nicotine Poisoning. Symptoms and Cure", Vnpi"g Dni'!y, https://vapingdaiiy, coin/smoking-effects/nicotinepoisoning/.
43 "This Much Will Kill You".

'' "Fast Facts", Centersfor Disease Control and Prevention, last updated on Feb. 20 2018,
https://WWW. cdc, gov/tobacco/data_statistics/fact_sheets/fast_facts/index. htm.
431bid.

'' "Fact Sheets - Alcohol Use and Your Health", Centersjbr Disease ControlnndPreventio", last updated on Ian.
32018, https://ww\v. cdc. gov/alcohol/fact-sheeis/alcohol-use. him.

'' "Alcohol, Drugs and Crime", National Council on Alcoholism rind DrugDepe?Ide*ice, ^"c. ,last modified on Iun.
2720/5, https;//unvw. ncadd, org/abotit-addiction/alcohol-drugs-and-crime.

suspect in 279 cases". The study also found that Viagra (approved in 1998) was the primary
suspect in 2,254 deaths". In Australia, alcohol is second only to tobacco as the leading cause of
death and hospitalisation". The cost of alcohol related harm in Australia is estimated at $20bn
each year''. This information shows the claims made by the major parties about the realities of
cannabis are either ignorant of the facts or downright false, labelling cannabis as a dangerous
drug that should remain megal while alcohol alone killed 5,554 and hospitalised 157,132
Australians in 20/052,

The AMA let their position known in an opinion piece written by Dr Tony Bartone, AMA
president, when it was posted to the ABC's website, It was issued the same day that Minister
Hunt applauded the Association as an authority, Dr Bartone mentioned that the AMA supports
the harm minimisation rhetoric of the Greens and proclaimed their willingness to have a more
mature discussion about decriminalisation". Comments from Minister Hunt and Premier

MCGowan are also contradicted by results from a 2014 AMA study. This study found firstly,
"based on current use patterns, alcohol abuse and tobacco pose much greater harms to
individual and public health in Australia than cannabis"". Secondly, "the absolute risk of things
such as adverse chronic health outcomes and early onset psychosis were low"". Third, "the
association between cannabis use and depression is weak and insufficient to establish a causal
connection"" as weU as "the current level of evidence (on cannabis and anxiety) is not yet
sufficient to establish a causal relationship"". The AMA, chief medical governing body of
Australia and relevant authority in Minister Hunt's arguments against legalisation, have shown
contradicting information to that which claims to use it is a relevant authority.

'' "Deaths from Marijuana vs. 17 FDA-Approved Drugs", Proc0". o78, last LIPdated on Iuly 82009,
https://medicalmarijuana. procon. org/view. resource. php?resourcelD=000145.
491bid,

'' M, Davey and N. Evershed, "Australians' alcohol consuniption at lowest level since 1960s", The Guardian,
May 62015, hiips://WWW. theguardian. coin/society/2015/may/061australians-alcohol-consumption-at-lowestlevel-since-1960s.

'' Ibid. This figure is gathered from data including hospitalisations, child protection, and loss of productivity.

'' Turning Point Alcohol and Drug Centre, "Alcohol's burden of diseasein Australia", VicHea!th, Iu1.3120/4, pg.
vii, https://WWW. vichealth. vic. gov. au/media-and-resources/publications/alcohols-burden-of-disease-in-australia
'' Dr. T. Bartone, "Cannabis reform is needed, but it cannotignore the risk to young minds", ABC, Apr. 1720/8,
http://\myw. an crier. au/news/2018-04-17/greens-cannabis-policy-sends-wrong-message/9667450.
'' "Cannabis Use and Health - 2014", Australian Medical Associ@tib", May 12014, https://am a. coin. an/positionstatement/cannabis-use-and-health-2014. In opposition to the idea that cannabis should slay prohibited whilst
alcoliol and tobacco remain legal
551bid. Opposing evidence to Premier MCGowan's claims about psychosis in that the riskisn't as significant as
Premier MCGowan suggested,

'' Ibid. Refutes claims by both men that cannabis causes significant health problems
'' Ibid. All the findings of the AMA referenced refute both men's comments and directly oppose the premise by
Minister Hunt that the AMA has shown tliat the impact of cannabis on physical and mental healthis significant.

Given the overwhelming evidence provided that shows cannabis is much safer than alcohol and
tobacco* I do think that cannabis will be legalised sooner than later. Legalisation will occur once
a cultural shift has taken place. This will come about from honest and informed information
by politicians on the realities of cannabis, rather than the incorrect information put forth by
some top political figures at this current time. Cannabis legalisation is also something that
voters are already calling for. Of the near 200,000 people who have done the Australian
'isIdewith' political compass test, 62% were in favour of legalisation with a flirther 13% in favour
of medicinal legalisation". The problem is the misrepresentation and dishonesty or simple
uninformed opinions perpetuated by political figures because it hinders discussion about
sensible policy.

In summary, this paper has looked at arguments made by politicians both in favour and against
the legalisation of recreational cannabis use. Through consultation of research and studies, it
was found that cannabis is, in fact, not a gateway drug, not deeply addictive, and not dangerous.
The AMA themselves also dispeUed the common myth that cannabis causes psychosis by
finding the absolute risk was low. This is contrary to the claims from opposition to legalisation
by Federal Minister for Health, Greg Hunt, and WA State Premier, Mark MCGowan. Major
opposition comes in the form of either dishonesty or uninformed opinions. This is a major
problem as it prevents sensible policy from being discussed.

'' "Do you support the legalisation of Marijuana:", isidelVith, https://australia. isidewith, coin/poll/965645.
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